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INTRODUCTION,

Robert Wise

National Institute of Education
4.

As chairperson, it will'be my pleasure to introduce Jackie Haveman,

Jeanette Wheeler; and Gordon McLeod wi3.16 will discuss some of the work they

have been doing on a particular career edubatidn project Ly California. After

their remarks, it w4.1 also be my pleasure to present Garry Walz of the University

of Michigan, who is presently the director of the ERIC Clearinghouse fpr Counsel-

ing and Person5p1 Services.

,The. three speakers will discuss a project they are working on which involves

field testing and evaluating 61 career education units that are to be nfusgd

into the present public 'School curriculum, kindergarten through grade 12. This

project is funded by the National Insxitnte,of Education. It is the culmina-

tion of several years of development, evaluation, and dipsemination under one

of the career education models that was originated at the Office of Education,

about four years ago, and, then transferred to the National In'stitute of

Education in r972.

e

If yOil Ave been following the history and development of the career educa-

tion idea' and movement, you will'recall that there were four models that the

Office of ESucationoriginSly designed andfunded. The first model was the

Sc'ho"ased Model, also calYtd the Comprehensive Cheeer Educatipn Model. The

second model was theEmployer-Based Model. It is now called the Experience-Based'

Model. The third model, Model Three, was the Home -Based Model and was aimed &t

counseling adults through communications into the home. And the fourth model was .

a Rural-Resi4ntial Model which counseled and Ilelped.prepare families for career

deexelopment 4h-career changes, , 1

The purpose of this program today is to explore the implications of the
. ,

.

Schobl-Based Model as it relates to the role of the school counselor. The

speakers do not intend to simply describe their project, but rather to relate

the model, the School-Based Model, and the program, the units that they have

developed, to the concerns of the uidance ancounseling ftnction icithe school.'

I
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.Career education is a concept; it is a movement to which both teachers and

counselors ubscribe. Career education needs both teachers and counselors.

It makes'se se, then, that we-consider not only how the counselor relates to

raver education withiri his or her own domain of expertise in counseling but

also how the counselor relate) to wh'at happens in ) the name of career education

in the classroom. .--

Before I introduce thespeakers, I want to take just a minute to brief

you on the history and status of their project. The material they are preTsently

revising and readying for a national field test next year are from a set of over

140 units that were developed at the Center for Vocational Education at the, Ohio

State University, Columbus, Ohio. Last year, 45 of those units were field tested,

revised and prepared for publication. They are now being published. You should

contact the Centerfor Vocational Education if you'want to review and purchase,
,

the first set of these CCEM curriculum units. Sixty-one of the xemaining units

were then transferred to the American. Institutes for,Research in Palo Alto and

are 5110W in the process of being revised and readied for the field test.

4

We have a few units here to show you. I hope you'll comb up later and'take

a look at the materials that the speaker.s have broughtwith them. They are the

first set, or prototype units, that are coming out of their revision' process.

This prototype set will serve as a.guide to the revision o,f the remaining units
Fes.

that AIR has in preparation for the next year's nationaield test. I think

,thAt)is enough introduction and I would like to present Jackie Haveman who

is going to speak about the Comprehensive Career Education Model and report tr\

.'you on its acceptability. 4s4
.

--s

9

0
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OVERVIEW AND SCHOOL DISTRICT RESPONSES TO CAREER EDUCATION

L

Jacqueline E. Haveman

American Institutysjor Research

Overview

. During the cours, of my presentation I would like to cover two some;hat
t'

disparate topics. First, I wouf like o provide a brief overview by exploring

the quotion that career education, and he
,

Comprehensive Career Education Model,-

in particular, provides a commo9.ground for activity, for all participants in

the educatiOnal process. However, I will focus on the role of the guidance

. counsel-or-7 Secondly, I would Like to describe how we at AIR have used this

common ground theme to guide our work on the CCEM project and I will describe

our school district acceptability study. 0

le

BefOre I begin I wouldlike to briefly and broadly define my terms. For

career education, I will paraphrase Corrine Reider's definition andsay that it

is the development of skills and knowledge that will enable a student to inter-

act with the economic sector. CCEM, thegomprehensiIe Career Education Model,

fits_into the Model 1 classi.f4cation of NIE's four models. It is the school-

based model and, as such, infuses, or integrates career development goals into

the regular school program. The concept bf infusion,is an important character-

istic of this model end as such is crucial to what I think is the role of the

counselor in a career eddcation Model. Dr. Mel d will elaborate on the infusion

concept later in his paper.

define a teacher's Tole in a career education curricUlum, 'or any

currictem for that matter, as one of aiding the Student in the development of

knowledge and skills. To define the counseling role, I like the framework ?in

which guidance activity is said to involve Counseling,students, consulting on

ideas, and coordinating resources. Although they didn't, to the best of my

knowledge, ?lace these activities in any hierarchical order. I have the impression

that the counseling activity in which one can work directly.and' assist studen s

0 4 is somehow the more satisfying, one. .
. .

ft
k. .

I

Using this framework, I tried to recall what role my school counselor.had

-played in my own academic or career pursuits. All I could remember was that I

- -3-
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-'1;.'went to him, of he came to me, -about college catalogs, scholarship information,

standardized test score information, or job description information. So.I

guess he functioned mostly as a coor If inator.of resources. That is, he was a

'source of information but not much more.

And I wondaed if, perhaps, this role or type of major activity-hadn't

changed since the fifteen yal's when I was in high school. However, last week

I was in a San Francisco junior high school talking t25 the counselor about CCEM

when he was into by someone who left him several pamphlets about careers

in the medical profession and by his studfnt teacher who wanted to know how to
*

diseminaIe some test score information. So there are at least some counselors

who are doing the same things as a decade ago. But, in a comprehensive career

education curriculum I feel the counselor's,role win_ not be as circumscribed

by this information dissemination focal

Mere are several characteriStics of a comprehensive career education.

program which I think will mean not only the tocnigelor will have tokwork with

students in a different manner, but also that their role will be improved7-that

is, they will have more time for counseling. The role that is probably the most

satisfying.

First of all, the model and the curricular materials are based on career

development theor'ies that spring directly from the work-of guidance personnel

such as Super, Ginzhkirg, and McDaniels. For example, the CCEM model is broken

down into CAREER AWARENESS, CAREER EXPLORATION and CAREER PREPARATION STAGES.

Further throughout these three stages, eight development concepts or themes

provide the theoretical rationale for the,curriculum activi,tiesl. These eight are:

I. Self Awareness -4 Self Identity

2. Educational, Awareness Educational Identity

3. Career Awareness Career Identity

, 4. Economic Awareness Economic Understanding

5. Decision Making ,Career Decisions

6. Beginning Competency Competency Skills

7. Employability Skills Career Placement

, 8. Attitudes and Appreciation FI-,j If and Social Fulfillment,

-4-



Thus, tht materials follow.a developmental,sequence which coordinates

and reinforces the activities of guidance personnel. '

Moreover, a comprehensive career eduation model is based on a decision-

making model. Studentoare viewed as having to make important decisions about

their career roles throughout their academic endeavors (and continuing into

'adulthood): Career choice involves more than matching jobs and abilities.

The school counselor will play an important role in this decision-making

process. As Super describes it, the counselor will help students make rea-

soned decisions based on the widest pAsible accumulation of bOth self and

environmental knowledge.

In a career education curriculum they will really be Able to do this.

The real advantage of the CCEM is that it infuses career information, career

information seeking skill's, and decision-making skills. into the regular curri-

culum. For exarttple, when students learn about weather in science, they may

also learn .about meteorologists. In social studies:.they may also learn about

decision making. In Englishqthe Dictionary of Occupational Titles may be an

important reference book. I think this ishe key that Mill allow the improve-

ment in guidance role, as it will eliminate the time-consuming, more mechanical,

information disseminating function and the counselor will be free to go on to

other activities.

a

.Finally, in a comprehensive model,, the counselor will have a basis for a

non-crisis relationship with students. Counselors will be involved with students

throughout their academic endeavors and not ,just when there ins some problem that

has to be solved. 1 6
r

Thus, I ieel, career educatibn set (up a common ground for coordination

and cooperation between counselor and teacher. And although I've been pointilig

to the fact that'counselois stand to benefit, we shouldn't forget 'that teachers

will also gain'much. For years, teachers have been making education more inter-
,

esting to studedts by relating subject matter to the real world: A compre-

hensive career education program would put these instructional activitiis into

a coordidated sequence and provide the resources which would help teachers
4

carry out their roles. Thus, the teacher's role should be more satigNing.

-5-
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s'chool District Responses to Career Education

f

I would now like to describe how we have used the common ground theme.,

to guide. AIR's involvement with revision,:" field testing, and eAntual publica-

tion activities of the CCEM ,teaching units. In the fitAst phase of our project,
. .

wcwanted to obtain information' that would enable us to appraise the accept-

ability of the CCEM materials to meet the needs of school personnel and pub-
.

lishers. We understood, that at ale completion of our project, these groups
if

would Otimately be'responsible for the publication, adoption, and utilization

of the materials:

To obtain the desired information we carried out acceptability studies

in which we obta4ed reactions to the unreviseJ CCEM units. The first study

consisted,a a review of the materials by classroom teachers; the second con-

sisted of a review the sample units by school administrators. A common set,

of review materialsnsiscing of three Sampler unit's, as we got them from the

Center for Vocational Education*, and evaluation forms were used in both studies.

I would like to concentrate on the national sample of school admilliqratbrs be-

cause it is this study -14,which counselors had direct input into/our project.

`1,,t .

In the school district survey, we asked school distriiA administrators across

the continental U.S. to evaluate, the three Sampler units. The survey simple

4 consisted of. the two groups: thefirst, was a .5% random same e of all operating

K -12 school districts (a,total of 54) and the second was the 13 largest school

districts in the U.S. .(this geOup'represeats the ten largest cities and the ten

largest districts). Many of our evaluators in this sample were also guidance

counselors who had administrative responsibilities for iTplementing career

edaation.

This survey served two purposes. The.first was to obtain reactions to
4

the units. The second was to assess the level of interest in career education.

We wanted to find out, what needs and types of career education activity were

typical of administration at the local level. We understood that adoption of

the CCEM materials would'ultimately depend on local, school districts' interest

in the published units. In carrying out this survey, we used a somewhat atypical

survey procedure. In addition to obtaining a paper and pencil evakuation, we



also had a telephone interview with each evaluator to obtain more informal

observations.

Results

The results of the survey were very encouraging. The units elicited very

positive responses over the substance of the activities. Administrators were

'al.so very positive about thq format of the Units in which teacher tasks, student

tasks, materials, and ealua:tion procedures are carefully outlined. The major

criticism of the units centered around their lengfh. The administrators were

concerned that the materials would not be easily infusible into the curriculum

if the units took 15 to 20 hours teaching time: They seemed to be particularly

interested,in, materials that were short and useable by teachers who did not have

a background in career education: this obviouslytalso points to a role for the

school counseldr in providing a career education framework to teachers..

6 Wei'Skso found from this study that there as a high degree of interest

iA career education.,, Even in those districts where the evaluator was less than

positive about a -particular.unit, Oey weje still veryinterested in care.er'

education and career ,education materials. More-than 90%>of our sample indicated

interest in field testing the CCEM units next fall.

The results of this study provided valuable'guidance to us in shaping our

project activities. If there is one thing that we learned, it is that we must

have units that are flexible and easily infusible in the regular school curriculum.

With this goal in mind, our writing staff is currently revising the units and we

have 1 few samples of revised modules here today.

4

During the 1975-76 academic year, we will field test the revised units in

a'national sample of classrooms. During this field tes ng phase we will'be

working Closely with. guidance counselors who will e e as contact persons and

coordinators for our activities.

In this presentation I have tried to briefly outline how a career education

program will benefit the school counselor and how we at AIR have'attempted to

ensure that guidance personnel have input into our activities. So far, considering

the developmental model underlying a school based career education program and on

-7-



the reactions of school personnel to our revised units,/ we at AIR have been

reinforced in our feeling that therlis a great deal of potential for career

education, and the CCEM materials' in particular, to provide a much desired and

needed thrust in American.education;
4

4

%.

Dr. McLeod, the next pres ntor, will outline how we view the infusion

concept. Finally, Jeannette Fib eler will.describe in more detail.the guidance

units' in the CCEM curriculum.
...
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INFU ON OF,C4REER EDUCATION INTO EXISTING SCHOOL SUBJECT AREAS,

4s* :
e 1

'Gordon K. McLeod

,,c American Institutes for Research

Various patterns can be found forethe installation of career education,.

These patterns can be assoeijted with stages in the development of a total

program ofcareer education in.a schoolsAtem. The implementation pattern in
.

a school .aTI be used as a measure of cothmitment to career education bya school
,

..

at a particuter time.. Goldhammer and Talor
*
have identified four patterns

.

or
\

6N

stages of ilkst'llation., .
.

4-

A'
The first stag rinvolves the institution of activities having a career'

de ,
focus. These activiVes tend to be outside the regular curricular offerings

but, at the same time, coprdinated to some degree with these offering. I am
p °

thinking of'Such activities as iield trips to businesses or industries, career
_

days, attd g est speakerson career topics. Of course, activities such as field

trips are no new in schools. However, theemphasis on a trip to the bakery in

second grade, for instance,.mayhave changed in recent Years from focus, on the

process of making bread pr on the products of the bakery to a focus or the workers

involved. Such activities are a beginning,-but because they are extra-curricular

they cannot ffectively provide for the career needs of students. -In other' words,

the amkivities.do not provide a systematic approach to career development that

cay help a,student to bring together all of the knowledge about himself and the

world of work which is eventually necessary for making mature career decisions.

o.

The second stage of installation' is that of integrSting certain materials

on career education within existing courses. For example, a unit on careersip

the communications cluster can be incorporated into a language-arts course by

featuring the formation of a class career education newspaper where emphasis can

be placed upon research and writing articles on careers at the same time that

jobs on the newspaper are carried out by class members; thus, research and

writing skins are advanced while knowledge about careers acquired. This

0

*Goldhammer, K. ankTator, R. Career Education: Perspective and PrOmise.
Columbus, OhioR Charles E. Merrill, 1972. pp. 293 -294'

-9-
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approach can be very effective. Wowever, in this'pattern, information is

geribraly presented in discrete academic modules, ana career education concepts

may be subordinated to academic objectfres. In any case, presentation of 'career

education'concepts may tend to be fragmented and haphazard, especially beyond

the self-contained classroom of the elementary school. ft seems clear that a

student who depends upon several .teachers for his or her doses of career educa-

tion may end up with a very unbalanced or incomplete program. Neverthelev,
this p rn of installation is the most common 'one in these early days of i

\- career educ tion implementation since it requires little restructuring of the

regular curriculum, Our CCEM materials were developed to,be used it thil

pattern of implementation. I shall return to give a closer look'at the CCEM

,approach ghortly,.particularly with regard to our strategies for oll/tomtpg

the defects inherent in this applach. Howevef, let me firse-r-Telirion two othtt

installation stages.

ccording to Goldh mmer and Taylor, a third stage'of commitment is to Pro-

vid a separate career e ucation sequence of courses from kindergarten through

high school w Alhich takes 'to account principles of developmental psychology and

provides continuity in the teaching of such basic elements of career education

as 'self-awareness, knowledge of the world ofwork, and decision-making skills.

4

This pattern offers a systematic approach to career development and implementa-

tion of a total program without signifiantic upsetting the established course

pattern. However, therein lies a weakness since the result may be the, division'

of-the edurational'program into two uncoordinated partS'. Theresult may be A .

failure to attack basic issues that are related to the development of a relevant
.

and total education) program and a failure to require a student to apply the,,.

basic,academic disciplines in finding career relevancy throughout his or her
. F . ,entire program. But it is encouraging to know that many schools in all parts of

A N

the country have moved to a degree of commitment'that is evidenced by the 4mpl'er.

mentation of a sequence of career education courses.

The final step in'commitment is the total restructuring of the curricula.

around the career development needs of all students. In this fourth pattern,

the total instructional resources. of the schooil are mobilized to achieve these

career development needs, and career education permeates the entire curriculum:

There are not many.schools which hive a professional staff that is trained and

10-
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,.ready to implement suCEM total program. However, as such professionals

become available,' schools can consider the option of total.reform as Anedns

of responding to the individual needs of students and to crucial social issues

of the day. In faot, a new high school founded Alongothese lines began opera-
-

tion one month ago near Sacramento, California. Among ttie guidirig concepts of

Mesa Verde High School are the following:

StudeRts will receive the usual academic courses, but within
the-context of a student-selected career fraywork ,

)
.

. .

Students. will be encouraged to acquire employment as a part of
r.---.

. A the curriculum, especially in-areas related"tetheic.needs And

.....;

A intlests.. They could spend considerable time off campus per-
fbrmrng work in whici,;hey are learning aca1emic or career ...-

oriented skills. .
,

on
%' 1

5tudents will graduate with at least,eImarke.table skill, yet
also be qualified to attend college.. J.

Students are organized into corporationl to sell products and.
services (e.g., rent-a-plant, media prfduction, jewelry, ceramics).

The ,cOrporations fall under five cluspers, with a teacher advisory
beard for each: vocational-technical, business, recreation-
entettainment,'humanities, math-science:

Courses are organized in the three-week periods and there is
absolutely open entrance and exit.

Of,cburse, those who have,planned for and founded Mesa Verde High School

have had an enormous advantage. They have been able to start from scratch

-rather than to attempt to turn an established curriculum around.
4 ,

Whether your Ichool district is,financially or emotionally ready for some- '

thing as revolutionary as this or whether is now moving into career education

in a more modest way, thy materials which are the focus of our project at AIR can

be valuable. As I indicated eArlier,,the materials which. we are now revising ar.e

intended to.be integrated within 1the existing curriculum. Thus, we have a large.}

number of instructional units that are related to social studies in grades K-12

fand another large numbe that are related to language arts: We have a lesser

number relateeto science, e, m4hematics, and the arts as well as several, related
....

to.guidarice. The guidance units will be discusaed at leRg.th in a later paper.

)
Wh t exactly does it mean to infuse or in, egrate or inject career education

materia into the regular curriculum? It's really a bit more than recognizing,

for example, that surveyors use mathematics so let's introduce the career of

surveying in mathematics class. We have found that mo,st teachers are concerned

-fl-
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thax the demands for their time are a'ready so great. !.(any of them now feel
I

that the isn't tiure to prepare for and teach everything thet should be vaught.k

And,here someonecomes along with still another demand, a career education unit

, to be taught. what should be left out? As long as the instructional unit can
4

-be sybstitutO for samething'already in the curriculdta in such a way that all
A
-the original objectives are still mastered, then the teacher, will not hesitate

. P
to use the unit. However, if using the unit means crowding soMettipeout that

. the teacher values, then the game is logt before .it`begins. It then becoMes

likely that either the teacher will use the unit grudgingly, thereupon doing

a poor job of teaching it, or the unit won't be used at all. Of course, this

is no wayio'implement 'career education. Thus; until teachers have stronger
.

mandates from their adminisbraqons to teach careereducativ otherther words,

until schools are,at stage three 'or better--qt seems crucial to have career educa-
#

6tion materials that can combine with, rather .than crowd out, units that are already

in the curriculum.

. e % ',
-. 0

We have taken 4s our first guiding principle as We revise% the instructional

materials that'We have inherited from CVE: Combine with rather than crowd out,

t aditional Abject matter. Of course, it is more difficult to implement this

pilinciple where there are constraints on us to revise materials rather than to
,.

,:.

velop entirely new materials., It is also very difficult to infuse some career
. ., .

e ucation concepts into the regular curriculum without doing some displacement.

711 p, we have taken as a second guiding principle:- Infuse each career education

concept by using a variety of alternate learning activities across several

subject matter areas. This will give teachers, especially at the elementary

, level, the chance to choose the area of the regular curriculum in which infusion .

t i

would, on a particular day, be least disruptive (if that word isn't too strong).
t- -, 4 . . 1

\
Lkt t look at two examples to see how these two principlgs can be applied.

Suppoie Otreer education objective were: The students will becomejpore of

the 0Jrker;4ilifications related to P'4.r.rorming'the basic tasks of various
4

.occupations. Iporder to infuse this.,`objective, we might go to the bank of

objecti\ves for\tiTe regular, curriculum and find in mathematics at the upper

elementary level the following: The 4tudent mil be able to describe or apple ,

the process of estimation for obtaining answers to numerical calculations. TIAt

following objective could be written which encompaises the matiei)atics objec 'tive

-12-



and puts it in a career education context: The student will be able to

describe ;.ow a worker uses, e'stimation to comTlet an fvc:cationaZ task. Thus

far, our first principle of infusion has been applied. Let us apply our guiding

principle in selecting learning activities. One learning activity could involve

a field trip to the eftstruc.tion site of a house to learn how a construction
1 i

. - '
forema n uses estimatoion.in making'certain rough measurements of in determining

the amount of flooring to order for a room,,for instance, or in bidding for a

job. Another learning activity could involve a visitor to eile.dlassroom (a

carpet-layer, a 'painter, or a carpNter) who could explAin or demonStrate.how

he or she estimateslareas before making requisitions. An other activity could

be an introduction and explanation by the ma.themalics teacher of tye applications.,

Not all of these activities need be selected, Then, an activity which follows

any of these three activities could be simulations or problem situations pre-

sented to the students on cards in which they would actually carry out an esti-

mation for an occupational task.

Note that the infused student objectives are more alive, more relevant,
P

and more meaningful in that the focus is upon normal situations and applications

in the real world- Also note the use of community resources to accomplish this,

animportadt approach in career education programs. Also, community/parent
.

involvement does much to reduce'the cost of6new pkgrams.

, 44
The example just presented does not illustrate very-well the flexible in-

.

fusion of a career education concept across subject matter areas. ConsideeLa

fairly broad instructional goal_in a career education context: The student will

'MP

be able to recognize.s4rnilarities and.difArenceo of social groups in teirs'of

basic needs and understand how some of these needs are met by service occupations.

A variety of learning activities could be used to achieve this goal. In social

studies class, people in a non-familiar culture (such as'an African 'tribe). could

be studi6d and services performed within thegroug could be identified - -or service

occupations could be contrasted between an urban and rural setting. in language

'arts.class, the students could imagine life in the'future and write want-ads for

services required by the community--or they could read passages about Huckleberry

Finn and determine service occupations that existed then and are now obsolete; or

which. exist now Mit not then. In art class,,they could make a collage of tools

used by persons in service occupations, either in the past or at present. In



mathematics.class, they could make a large map Of their neighborhood or town
.

...

shopping centerWmaking.the actual locations,of service establishments, they
4..

, ,,
could then work problems concerned with disiances tr7lelled by service trucks

lko various residences. They'might also make a waLking tour of some establishments,
,

using reduCed versions of the map. A teacher c uld select one or more of these

activities to pursue the broad goal. // .

--,,/

Conclusion
1%.

.

Infusion in the broades t sense is a process of Integrating career development
V

goals
x
and content with current, subject matter goals and content to achiei)e a

Ifomprehensive career education program. It has the objective that the substantive

content .o f career education and the basic educative skills which form the heart'

of education can both be made most meaningful to pupils if, they are combined. A

key element in the infusion is the use of community resources. And the.approach

has the motivational advantage_of helping students to see dome relationships be-

ween that which they are being asked to Yearn in school and the Qccupdtional

ociety of'which they will ultimately be a* part.

4
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THE'ROLES OF SCHOOL COUNSELORS AND THE CCEM,PROGRAA''

Jeanette Wheeler

American Institutes for Research

Are the young really being prepared for a productive adulthood in a world

'where change i$ the or4y constant?. Can the historic conceptualization of school-
,

ing create,workers who must meld themselves to fit specific jobs,.and simul-

taneously encourage studentsto choose careers that fit their abilities and

interAsts? Businesses anc indu$tries are calling for the confpimity of "model:

citizens" and qt.the seine time are bemoaning the )ack of-skills in their hirees.

As educators ,we have to face the problem of planning for insecure jots in an
- .

unpredictable future. And, in the middle of the storm are the disenchanted

students from all.socio-economic levels and gebgraphii areas asking, "Why study

sor learn anything?"

'4' J

Of course, there are no pat answers or panaceas for these problems,but a -
4t

comprehensive career education program has the potenti4 to become the most.

realistic link betWeen the classroom and the world of work, prOviding "relevance"

Lot students and "accodntability" to the community. Those two overworked words

do have meaning in this instance. And guidance personnel, who are committed to

education, involved with the community, and intimately con6erned with students,

are the best prepared to become the advocates of career education. This means

that school counselors would be charged with the mission to prOmote and encourage,

career education, and to guard its concepts from meaningless dilutioro,

The Changing Roles of School Counselors

guidance.and counseling personnel are the most logical choice as adults

who can provide dtudents with methods to cope with change, then they, too, must

change themselves. 'Deft roles need to expand in three areas--counseling, con-

suting, and coordinating. Expansion does not mean diffusing energies, but rather

refocusing them toward an efficient use of time and talent..

)

,a A,

r Counseling will most likely remain as the primary role, but the shape it

assumes can be modified. Counselors who spend fewer hours as schedultrs and

(at)
ct'..

If'.
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administrators will be ablc: to work more intensively with small groups and in

classrooms. Thvy stil,must fill the position as dispensers of information on

careers. They must continue helping studpnts to become aware of the /r strengths,

capabilities, and options in school andout. But the walls of their offices

also need to expand to'include classrooms, students' homes, and the community.

Those opening walls, however, can also let in untapped sources of help, inror-
.

mation, and support.

This leads to the second part\of a gunselor;s rolethat of consulting.

Teachers can become Cite strongest allies for guidance personnel simply because
N

their contact with students is more constant. In a sense, teachers could be

considered professional paraprofssionals in guidance, melding the instructing

and guiding functions into one. Unfortunately, parents too often. are neglected

as allies, and their contacts with school are limitecl to painful4crisis situations.

By using preventative measures, codnselors can enlist the aid of parents in an

advisory capacity, as resource people, and as avid supporters of career planning.

After all, noothe'r ready-made group of adults could be more concerned with

having young people happy,, successful, and self,:supOrtini. One way counselors

can,encourage parent involvement is to stagger office hours or even locations

so that groups of working parents can meet during evening hours'at less threat-

ening sites than schools.

All of these innovations necessarily require coordination, the third major

role of counselors. Many community agencies, staffed with highly qualified

people, already exist and offer services which could be valuable to students.

For example, local men'4a1 health associations, Y.W. and Y.M.G.A."s, Boys and

Girls' Clubs usually offer counseling rap sessions which deal with self-awareness

NS and career planning. Business, labor, and industry in many.areas of the country

are open to work/study projects which promote career exploration. It, is said

that young pebple learn more outside of school than they do inside. Reinforce'

that learning by redirecting students toward interactions with their own

communities.

The multi-faceted role of school counselbrs is not an easy one, and at best,

only smallearts of the many goals may be achieved. But one function, that of

an active collaborator, is within reach thrOugh the infusion off-- career education.

-16-
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It has been pointed out that, through infusion into the,regular curriculum,

the serious mission of prOmotiag career education can be carried out by class

roots teachers. Teachers who re preparingsmaterial for 150 students each day,

however, will most likely obje t, and rightly so, to still another demand on

;

heir, time., Nor ahould guidance IN/sonnel, infusing career education into the

tandard curricurUm, bg expected to be familiar with all subjects taught at

every grade level. Therefore, combining the efforts of counselors and class-
SO,

roomttachers into a team-teaching approach is,one efficient and practical

tnswer. For example, the auto mechanics instructor and the counselor together,

'building on their individual strengths., could impress on students the close

relationship between employability, skills and personal work att tudes.

_But, in addition to the infusion.process into the academic and vocational

curriculum, separate guidanck classes should be taught by counselors who can
0

intermesh vocational training and Ocills with the affective domain. Technical
-

knowledge alone cannot ensure employment for high school_graduotes or enhance

their prOmOtion"possibilities. The spLiLic techniques for writing resumes`

filling out applicationST-and interviewing are equally necessary foi successful

employment, and many_career programs do incorporate these areas. However,

building interpersonal skills and developing good work, relationships are sadly

lacking in most career education units. In fact, even at the highest managerial

levels,
,

corporate human relations programs have mushroomed in response to the

desperate need for skills in intergroup relations. The school is the obvious

place to begin the training necessary for working cooperatively in occupational

domains, and the guidance counselor is well placed to accomplish this.

One very. practical outcome of guidance classes deserves consideration.

Counseling, a helpinglprofession usually conducted on a One-to-one basis, is,

now facing surgery in many. districts. The overwhelmifig problem.4,understaffed

mid overworked guidance personnel trying to reach every studeA may be solved

in part through classroom guidance. In that way, it is not only the students

whose formal education process ends with the high school graduation who are

exposed to a realistic 'guidance program. Both college-bound youth and dropouts

also need the abilities that can-help them to seek and secure employment, and

guidance classes taught by counselors is one answer.

-17-



Using the Guidance Units '
The CCEM guidance units, therefore, are designed to cover all'aspectsof

career planning. For example, one of the three career planning units focuses

specifiplly, on existing occupations by familiarizing junior and senior high

school classes with the ibzwlb-),-k and the.D:(0)".ar74 (f

Lesion plans within the same unit encourage students to

asses their own interest aid 'capabilities and to sharpen their decision-

making abilities. Another unit covers a spectrum of activities from discussing
a

Maslow's hierarchy of needs to role playing job interviews. The...student is

made aware that career decision making is a process; not'a point in time.

Family background, intersts, abilities, and self-concept all contribute to
ithe tentative deciion.

41,

-

In no way does career planning in the CCEM guidance units rigidify or

stratify student thinking. One of the/unit goals states, "The students ecog-
.)nizes that making a career is a lifelong process, influenced at many poirkts by

factors beyond his power to change; he takes account of these factors, holds

his plans and expectations tentatively, and maintains his'career plans by fore-

seeing and preparing to meet, avoid, or adapt to such factors." How many adults

have been forced to achieve that particular unit goal very painfully and rather

late in life?
. n

Students deserve to know what kinds of occupational possibilities are open

to people with certain aptitudes and Interests. To this end, a second career

planning unit combines opportunities for interviewing employed woikers on the

job and in the'classroom with self-evaluation through vocational interest sur-

veys. The culminating activity is the selection of courses for the next year

with parent and counselor consultatibns. eyond the practical result of sched-

uling, students are actUallyl'learn ng the teps of decision making and committing

themselves to the consequences.

Whether taught during English, social studies, or guidance classes, the

high school units are flexible enough to be used by indikriduals, small groups,

or entire classes, and varied enough to he taught to either the college-bound

students or the vocation - bound. students. The unit for seniors,,Making Career

Decisiong, effectively presents topics ranging from examining life styles to-'

developing values and goal choices, infusing discussions of these extremely

-18-
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personal attitudes into the English /classes' study of plays, movies and books.

Tbig particular unit provides another situation for the couri4elor to team

teach with the academic instructor. Novels, essays, poems,, and biograiphieS are

suggested which deal with topics such as success or.failyrl, setting realistic

goals through self-assessment, and becoming sensitive to t e continual-process

of personal change. Because the readings are categorized ccording tp reading

. difficulty and include such diverse areas as minority cul ures, generational

differences, and all socioeconomic levels' teachers have tremendous trice

of alternatives. This unit is especially suiteik to indiA4dualized instruction,

and the aspeci of confidentiality is reinforced through Ctie use of personal

journals kept ly each student.

Although the Japortance of work to marry individuals is no longer the

.uAligion" of the past, a democratic society does require an informed and in-

volved population. Eventually, even those who measure success by the least

amount of money or prestige they can accumulate, can be stopped short by biases

in occupations. The guidance unit which exposes those biase to high school

students tborougp4y explores the subtle, often unwritten rest ictions and

attitudes that inhibit e truly free choice of occupations. Since most counselors

and teachers come from white, middle-class backgrounds, they.bear a heavy respon-.-

sibility to accept their students' differing values and cultural i,nfluences and,

at the same time, to encourage them to expand their awareness.

To enable students to Understand more clearly the concepts of prejudice

and discrimination, the unit includes a personal attitude survey. Responses to

the same questions are compiled for the entire class and are followed by confi-

dential interviews to ascertain the community's attitudes. The -total amount of

data gathered can result in an accurate and epresentative profile of occupa-

tional bias, a learning experience far more significant than any text or discus-
.

sion could afford. Equally important are the follow-IF activities investigating

the actual hiring practices involving minorities, women, handicapped persons,

and ex-offenders. Federal, state, and local agencies, union representatives,

and members of national rights organizations are surveyed personally, by phone

or by mail.

Another module of the unit on biases in occupations'consistg of actual

worker interviews, essentially an in-the-field check of personal characteristics



-
and problems. The summarized information from the entire unit then forms, the .

basis,for students to re-examine theif own attitud ,es and values and to suggest

solutions to overcome the obstacles they haVelob;erved.
U.

The job of implementing, infusing, and inservicing any' new program is (

expensive and time consuming. School districts are understandably reluctant

to incur any added financial commitments. A practical advantage of the CCEM

guidance units the use of parents and other community members as resource

people. In fact, since most adults are necessarily involved in the world of

work, career education curriculum'As the one area that they are most equipped

to help teach. Actually, members of,the community could becom thestrbngeit

advocates of such a curriculum.

The enormous task of implementing a career education program;may cause

curriculum specialists and guidance' counselors alike to wonder whether.the

only way out is to change their own careers. Should the entire field be in-
,

r
.

fused into traditional curriculum? Who shOuld write,'teach, and evaluate a

comprehensive curriculum? Whatever the conceptual framework chosen, it must

be designed to encourage careful planning, continual evaluation, ongoing re-

vision", and supportive implementation. Learning experiences can be 'planned

to achieve a wide range of educational objectives., One area that educators

are presently examining is competency-based criteria for grad9tion. It

appears that many of the features of a comprehensive career education curriculum

are already tailored to fit that trend.

Conclusion

During the past 20 years, the most predictable and consistent character-

istic of our world hes been its rapid and unusually elerated change. Over

that same period, specific functions and priorities f American public schools

haNA's shifted. One push has been toward creating highly specialized profeAllonals,

but, during the last few years, economic and technological developments have re-

duced the demand for their services. The result is 'that many people with college

degree* counseling and teaching credentials are unemployed. The wealthier seg-

ments of the country are now e";13"e'lqgncing" what the less affluent have always

known--the problems of the unemployed and underemployed citizens, and a tight

job market.
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I
Ik.it is still the function of the schools to prepare the young to leave

the family and to assume an'independent role in'society, how can those much-

maligned institutions respond?

14.
We argue that school, as the 'single institution which touches the lives

of all young America s, must expand its channels with the world of work... A

realistic and practice4T career education program can provide the opportunities

fo'r our youth to acquire and develop essential skills tha't prepare them to cope

with their roles as emerging citizens. e.
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'DISCUSSION

I .

, . Garvy Walz

2 ERIC Counseling and Persollnel Services Information'Center
University of' Mictiigari -f

,

Probably, few topics are clalt with here at the convention which will'

impact on each of us as milch.as career education. .1 think -the importance pf

this is, shown by the fact that the APGA Board of Directors has recently adopted,'

a on the relationship between the counselor and career education.

v.\ j

There is so much information in what I've heard today, in what I have

read, as well as in what I have learned4through continuing contact with the

Comprehensive Career Education Model program, that I'm tempted to go in many

different directions in responding. A speaker in my position has two possible
a

roles; he can point with pride or view with alari. I think I'll end up by

sharirig a little good news and perhaps some bad news in my response.

4.

Clearly the base from which these units have been developed is one of the

most extensive in our histroy.of funding, programs related to career education.
o

The six career education model kograms ran for a ntmber. of years. They had

funding running into the millions of dollars and had the opportunity to build

materials dipctly as a result of ,field experience. What we've seen presented

here today is really an outgrowth of that kind of extensive development.

As I look around the room, I know there are many people her who wre in

on these programs or who otherwise know that during the existence of these
.

programs there was never, from the viewpoint of many, a happy marriage between
4

career education andIFhe counselor. The fusion between career, education and

guidance was a_distinction or a foclus which was never specifically and clearly

laid out to the satisfaction of many people. ,So I rent into this paper with

a kind of searching question as to whether they have been able to speak defOitively
,

with regard to counselor roles and functions within the total career education

program.
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,4 .0%lk My oppo,kOnity to study and analyze their materials is limited to three

items that they have brought here..' But, I think we've had three very persuasive

speakers with regard, to these materials. They obviously have a great deal of

aommitmentto their task. The very fact that thege materials have been involved

in...qome form of field testing establishes them as tieing very different from many

of the commercially available materials which 04 will see over in the exhibit

area. From what I have seem, it does seem to me that some of the concepts that

were spoken of earlier have been attended to, and these materials are designed

to be infused within the curriculum. They have an inherent attractiveness to

them in teems of format. So, to=me, they lobk very promising.

I think, however, we're left in the position of saying there are things that

each of us would probably want to ask and explore before we made an adoption

decision. The real problem, of course, in adopting any Career education. program

is that it's not just the adoption of the material,cbut also the adoption of a

philosophy and probably a very extensive inservice training program that will

lead to the materials being appropriately infused. In many _cases, it may be one

of the most massive adoption decisions a school will make.

With regard to that, I would like to share an area of concern that I have.

Jacqueline, you mentioned in your paper that one oOlthe ways counselors had input

Anto'the project was in your acceptability studies. However, in reality, counselors

influenced the result of that field testing, as I read it in the papers, only to

the extent that the.administrators that you went to have a guidance background.

As many of us know, asking administrators who were formerly counselors as to their

view regarding guidance is not the best way to obtain current conceptions-as to

how guidance should be designed an delivered.

43

ondly, as the panel members well know, career education is being imple-

ment,,d at a time of enormous accountability and cost effectiveness concerns on

the part of state departments and local schools. I think that in this kind of

a'

S
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climate, it is incumbent upon every adopter to be, able to speak to questions

.like: To what extent -aa-these materials really Meet the kinds of performance

objectives which have-been established for them and against, which we, as a
.

A
school, will be evaluated? So while it may not have been appropriate for this

d' presentation, I think a Vital source of data is to VeSable to,point to per-

formance data by students who have completed the modules. F(j.r instance',, on how

\;
many of the units 'did 90Z or more of the .students reach thq, prior deterM,ina,

objectiKes? In what areas titre there difficulties? I think this kind of per-

formance datli is,vitally needed"for counselors in making adoption decisions.'

.

Since,I want to be sure to. allow some time far inte4action with the audience,

I think at thi point I will. lose by say4g th*.at we have here an unusual

tunity cquire educational resources which have been many yea'is in development.

These materials have been field teSted'and effectively formatted by a group of

people, mainly-AIR'," that haVe enormous resources back of them. But, I"think in

terms of in& idual schools making individual adoption decisions, that additional

supporting data would be helpful and, in many cases, necessary for a school to be

in a position to commit itself to a single decision regarding this career education
, 1

prograni that we wonld like to use. Thank Xou.

4,
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